97% of Greenland Ice Sheet Surface Suddenly Melts
by Seth Borenstein
	July 25, 2012: Washington -- Nearly all of Greenland's massive ice sheet suddenly started melting a bit this month, a freak event that surprised scientists.  Even Greenland's coldest and highest place, Summit Station, showed melting.  Ice core records show that last happened in 1889 and occurs about once every 150 years.
	Three satellites show what NASA calls unprecedented melting of the ice sheet that blankets the island, starting on July 8 and lasting 4 days.  Most of the thick ice remains.  While some ice usually melts during the summer, what was unusual was that the melting happened in a flash and over a widespread area.
"You literally had this wave of warm air wash over the Greenland ice sheet and melt it," NASA ice scientist Tom Wagner said Tuesday.  The ice melt area went from 40% of the ice sheet to 97% in four days, according to NASA.  Until now, the most extensive melt seen by satellites in the past three decades was about 55%.
	Wagner said researchers don't know how much of Greenland's ice melted, but it seems to be freezing again.  "When we see melt in places that we haven't seen before, at least in a long period of time, it makes you sit up and ask what's happening?" NASA chief scientist Waleed Abdalati said.  It's a big signal, the meaning of which we're going to sort out for years to come."
	About the same time, a giant iceberg broke off from the Petermann Glacier in northern Greenland.  And the National Snow and Ice Data Center on Tuesday announced that the area filled with Arctic sea ice continues near a record low.
	Wagner and other scientists said because this Greenland-wide melting has happened before they can't yet determine if this is a natural rare event or one triggered by man-made global warming.  But they do know that the edges of Greenland's ice sheets have already been thinning because of climate change.
	Summer in Greenland has been freakishly warm so far.  That's because of frequent high pressure systems that have parked over the island, bringing warm clear weather that melts ice and snow, explained University of Georgia climatologist Thomas Mote.  He and others say it's similar to the high pressure systems that have parked over the American Midwest bringing record-breaking warmth and drought.
	Ohio State University ice scientist Jason Box, who returned Tuesday from a three-week visit, said he ditched his cold weather gear for the cotton pants that he normally dons in Nevada.  "It was sunny and warm and all the locals were talking about how sunny it was," Box said after getting off a plane.  "Beyond T-shirt weather."
www.weather.com/news/greenland-melts-20120725
	----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Greenland Ice Sheet Melted at Unprecedented Rate During July
July 25, 2012 (The Guardian (U.K.)) - Scientists at NASA admitted they thought satellite readings were a mistake after images showed 97% surface melt over four days.  The Greenland ice sheet melted at a faster rate this month than at any other time in recorded history, with virtually the entire ice sheet showing signs of thaw.
	The rapid melting over just 4 days was captured by 3 satellites.  It has stunned and alarmed scientists, and deepened fears about the pace and future consequences of climate change.
	In a statement posted on NASA's  website on Tuesday,  scientists admitted the satellite data was so striking they thought at first there had to be a mistake.  "This was so extraordinary that at first I questioned the result: was this real or was it due to a data error?" Son Nghiem of NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena said in the release.   He consulted with several colleagues, who confirmed his findings.  Dorothy Hall, who studies the surface temperature of Greenland at NASA's space flight centre in Greenbelt, Maryland, confirmed that the area experienced unusually high temperatures in mid-July, and that there was widespread melting over the surface of the ice sheet.
	Climatologists Thomas Mote, at the University of Georgia, and Marco Tedesco, of the City University of New York, also confirmed the melt recorded by the satellites.  However, scientists were still coming to grips with the shocking images on Tuesday.  "I think it's fair to say that this is unprecedented," Jay Zwally, a glaciologist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, told the Guardian.
	The set of images released by NASA on Tuesday show a rapid thaw between 8 July and 12 July.  Within that four-day period, measurements from three satellites showed a swift expansion of the area of melting ice, from about 40% of the ice sheet surface to 97%.  Zwally, who has made almost yearly trips to the Greenland ice sheet for more than three decades, said he had never seen such a rapid melt.
	About half of Greenland's surface ice sheet melts during a typical summer, but Zwally said he and other scientists had been recording an acceleration of that melting process over the last few decades.  This year his team had to rebuild their camp, at Swiss Station, when the snow and ice supports melted.  He said he was most surprised to see indications in the images of melting even around the area of Summit Station, which is about two miles above sea level.
	It was the second unusual event in Greenland in a matter of days, after an iceberg the size of Manhattan broke off from the Petermann Glacier.  But the rapid melt was viewed as more serious.
	"If you look at the 8 July image that might be the maximum extent of warming you would see in the summer," Zwally noted.  "There have been periods when melting might have occurred at higher elevations briefly – maybe for a day or so – but to have it cover the whole of Greenland like this is unknown, certainly in the time of satellite records."
	Lora Koenig, another Goddard glaciologist, told NASA similar rapid melting occurs about every 150 years.  But she warned there were wide-ranging potential implications from this year's thaw.
	"If we continue to observe melting events like this in upcoming years, it will be worrisome." she told NASA.  The most immediate consequences are sea level rise and a further warming of the Arctic.  In the centre of Greenland, the ice remains up to 3,000 meters deep.  On the edges, however, the ice is much, much thinner and has been melting into the sea.
	The melting ice sheet is a significant factor in sea level rise.  Scientists attribute about 1/5 of the annual sea level rise, which is about 3 mm every year, to the melting of the Greenland ice sheet.
	In this instance of this month's extreme melting, Mote said there was evidence of a heat dome over Greenland: or an unusually strong ridge of warm air.  The dome is believed to have moved over Greenland on 8 July, lingering until 16 July.
 www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/jul/24/greenland-ice-sheet-thaw-nasa
